Background COVID-19 is a global public health crisis with no effective therapeutic strategies or vaccines available. The disease is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, a novel coronavirus that enters cells through the ACE2 receptor. To rapidly identify existing drugs that might preferentially bind to the ACE2 receptor we sought to use an artificial intelligence platform to evaluate ~3,000 known drugs in the FDA approved drug library (Selleckchem).

Methods Fluency is a quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) deep learning-based platform that evaluates small molecule drug binding to protein targets. All drug structures from the FDA approved library were evaluated for binding to the ACE2 receptor and re-filtered for preferential ACE2 vs. ACE1 receptor binding. Top hits were evaluated for specificity by predicting binding across the human proteome and filtered by evaluating rankings from each of two models along with average ranks and combined scores from both models. The drugs were then evaluated for classification, potential availability and prioritized for in vitro validation. Selected compounds were screened using a high-throughput SARS-CoV-2 cell-based assay as described previously (Jonsson et al. J Biomol Screen 2007 12: 33. DOI: 10.1177/1087057106296688). Plates are quality-controlled in each run using Z score and CV statistics. Positive controls consisting of cells only and negative controls consisting of virus were used to normalize the data. Individual drugs are added to each plate at a single dose with at least four doses tested. For titer reduction assays, VeroE6 cells are infected with virus at MOI of 0.1 for one hour to promote adsorption. After two days, the supernatant is harvested and the amount of virus in each well is measured using TCID50 or plaque assay.

Results We identified 25 top drugs that were predicted to bind to ACE2 receptors and could theoretically block SARS-CoV-2 cell entry. Of these drugs, we prioritized 12 drugs for validation covering multiple pharmacologic classes and after assessing drug availability (table 1). They included an ALK/EGFR inhibitor, JAK inhibitor, two electrolyte channel inhibitors, 1an antibiotic, and several anti-viral drugs, ACE inhibitors and anticoagulants. Validation studies are in progress and viral inhibition and titer reduction data will be presented.

Conclusions Our data show that machine learning platforms can be used to rapidly identify existing drugs that may have activity against SARS-CoV-2 infection. This hybrid computational and experimental approach enables rapid discovery of drugs for clinical testing against COVID-19 and other emerging human diseases.
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Abstract 478 Figure 1 Summary of combination CD4+/CD8+ T cell and B cell SARS-CoV-2 peptide vaccine. Humoral immunity (blue dashed box) is targeted through B cell and HLA-II epitopes, aimed at viral neutralization while avoiding non-neutralizing and ADE promoting targets. Cellular immunity (red dashed box) is targeted through HLA-I and HLA-II epitopes, aimed to clear virally infected cells.